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Higher education flap
over state’s financing
By Chris Smith
Students within the California State
University and Colleges (CSUC) are
being seriously short-changed when the
state hands out instructional funds,
according to a state assemblyman.
Assemblyman Lawrence Kapiloff, DSan Diego, said in a recent news release
that an undergraduate student at the
University of California (UC) receives
approximately 38 per cent more state
funding than a CSUC undergraduate.
A group of San Diego State University
( SDSU ) faculty members which first
cited the discrepancy has issued a
report citing state expenditures of
$1,064 a year on each UC undergraduate, and only $771 on each
undergraduate in the CSUC system.
The discrepancy is concealed,
Kapiloff said, because the two systems
use entirely different accounting
procedures and count students by
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Ellsberg talks
on economy,
Vietnam war
By Robin NleNabb
-We have to find ways of curing
recession and inflation without
making devils’ bargains to kill
foreigners," Dr. Daniel Ellsberg
said yesterday.
Speaking before a standing-roomonly audience that lined the walls
and spilled into the aisles of the S.U.
outlined
Ellsberg
Ballroom,
America’s involvement in Vietnam.
Widely known for his "Pentagon
Papers" disclosure of U.S. involvement in Vietnam, Ellsberg
detailed "public pressures upon the
government" which led to troop
withdrawal there.
Sponsored by the program
commission, Economics Student
Association and Experimental
College, Ellsberg cited "30 years of
U.S. involvement in Vietnam being
Ellsberg discussed Vietnam and the economy brought to an end."
Continued on hark page

John Foote, SJSU dean of academic
planning, said of the bill, "I honestly
don’t think it’ll have any effect."
Foote said the accounting systems
and the functions of the two systems are
so different that it would be extremely
difficult and expensive to make their
finance systems similar.
He added that since the accounting
systems are so different, it is difficult to
either prove or disprove Kapiloff’s
charge that there is a 38 per cent funding discrepancy between the UC and
the CSUC.
However, said Foote, "it is arguable,
and I have argued it."
Different figure
He said he has studied the governor’s
budget and the legislative analyst’s
report, and has come up with a different figure.
ELLSBERG SPEAKSDaniel
Concluded Foote, "I don’t think it’s
yesterday.
more than 10 per cent."
Different methods of counting
students are needed because all nine
campuses of the University are on the
quarter system, while several of the 19
CSUC campuses are on semesters.
Foote said.
At quarter schools the Full Time
Equivalent ( FTE ) used for funding
requests is computed by dividing the
total number of units being taken by 12.
At semester schools, the number is
Fuentes said Semana Chicana
By Don Ketterling
divided by 15.
received $8,200 in 1973-74 from A.S.
A resolution censuring SJSU
Foote said it is difficult to compare
council through the special allocations
the two systems because, "A quarter President John Bunzel for his failure to
fund.
’,nit is a different beast than a semester "demonstrate his professed belief in
The group then received $5,500 in ihe
collegiality" in the operation of the
unit."
1974-75 budget.
About 184 units are needed for university, was passed by the
It received an additional $1,700 from graduation at a quarter school while Academic Senate Monday.
a program commission co-sponsorship
The resolution also requests Bunzel’s
about 124 for a semester school.
of its programs for the week of March
response
to
previous
Senate
CSUC better
29April 4.
Both Foote and Dr. David Elliot, resolutions.
"It was an oversight on everybody’s
-We are asking him (Bunzel), in
chairman of the Speech Compart," Fuentes said.
munications Department and a effect, to put up or shut up regarding his
"We thought it was okay, and they member
of the statewide academic beliefs in collegiality," said Dr. David
thought we were recognized," she said.
senate, agreed that undergraduate Elliott, Speech -Communication
Fuentes said the group, once programs in CSUC schools are Department chairman and co-sponsor
recognized, will go to the council for generally better than those of
the UC. of the resolution.
special allocations funding next year.
Dr. Charles "Mac"
Larsen,
"It’s not uncommon at the University mathematics
"Before, we were going to go to the
professor,
David
budget committee and get in the budget of California for a student to have Newman, Student Counseling Services
difficulty finding a professor at the Department chairman and Dr. George
for next year," Fuentes said.
Fuentes said the group decided not to undergraduate level," Elliot said.
Sicular, civil engineering professor also
Elliot explained that because of the sponsored the resolution.
follow that course when A.S. council
refused additional funding last month. extra emphasis UC puts on graduate
Sharing authority
Members of the group at the time of programs, very large sections of unBunzel stated his beliefs in
the funding denial labeled several dergraduate classes taught by collegiality the sharing of authority
council members "racist" for the vote. graduate assistants are common on UC among colleagues) in an April 9 San
University -recognized programs campuses.
Jose Mercury article, "How Power
If Kapiloff’s bill is passed, Elliot Fights Rack the Colleges".
receive several advantages, including
authorization to use facilities, use of the said, it is possible that graduate
"Universities have existed on a
business office, and authorization to programs at CSUC schools would fragile understanding of shared
benefit by being funded more closely to authority that was accepted not
invite speakers to campus.
Semana Chicana used all of those the superior UC graduate programs. because it was a finely tuned inContinued on back page
privileges for the programs this year.
strument, but because its features are

different formulas, so reported budget
costs appear to be about the same.
Encouraged by the SDSU group,
called the Committee for Equal
Treatment in Higher Education,
Kapiloff has introduced a bill he hopes
will pave the way for equalized instructional funding to the two systems.
Uniform standards
Kapiloff’s bill, AB 557, would direct
the department of finance to develop
uniform standards and criteria for the
UC and CSUC systems to follow when
making budget requests.
Uniform
accounting
systems,
Kapiloff said, would make it easier for
the state to see that CSUC students get
funding equal to that of their UC
counterparts.
His assumption has met opposition,
however, at both SJSU and at the
University of California.

$15,000 ’oversight’
to Semana Chicana
By Terry LaPorte
Semana Chicana received more than
$15,000 in A.S. funding during the last
two school years without meeting
requirements for getting those funds.
The A.S. constitution requires that
only university -recognized
organizations receive A.S. money.
"An oversight" by both the Chicano
group and the AS. budget committee
has led to the funding, A.S. adviser
Louie Barozzi said.
However, the money will not have to
be paid back, according to Barozzi.
"I don’t think they have the means to
pay it back. It wasn’t just their fault,"
Barozzi said.
Semana Chicana spokeswoman
Maria Fuentes said, "We’re in the
process of getting approved."
"It’s really just a formality," Barozzi
said.
To
become
a
recognized
organization, a group must have at
least 15 members, show that its
membership is not restricted on the
basis of race, creed or religion, and
submit a written constitution.
An eligibility form with that sinformation must be submitted by a
group to the Student Activities office.
No listing of Semana Chicana is in the
file of recognized organizations.
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ack of trust’ at issue

Senate hits Bunzel

14I

Faculty opposed
"Representatives from all of the
major faculty organizations, including
the CSUC (California State Universities
and College) Academic Senate,
testified in opposition to the Bill in its
present form, and Dr. Bunzel is the only
CSUC official who argued for its approval," said Elliott.
Bunzel had no comment on that
resolution.
The third criticism cited in Monday’s
resolution is Bunzel’s "inaccessibility
and his lack of participation in
Academic Senate meetings."
Bunzel has been present for only two
of the six meetings so far this semester.
Bunzel has not seen the .resolution
but, according to Jim Noah, director of
university relations, he probably
wouldn’t have a comment.

with ’harassment’
51.

By Phil Trounstine
NEW YORK -A 1969 SJSU graduate
said yesterday she was recently
harassed by the FBI for two weeks.
Lynda Huey, 27, who was questioned
last month by the FBI because of her
literary association with persons involved in the Patty Hearst case, made
the charge in a telephone interview
with the Spartan Daily.
"For two weeks my whole life was
blown apart by the FBI," said Huey.
She is in New York putting the
finishing touches on her forthcoming
book, "A Running Start: An Athlete, A
Woman."
Huey had previously been writing the
book with help from Micki McGee
Scott, who, with her husband Jack was
being sought for questioning by the
FBI.
Until they surfaced in San Francisco
last week, the Scotts were sought for
questioning in connection with a $2,000
rental payment they made for a Pennsylvania farm house in which Hearst’s
fingerprints were reportedly found.
Huey is a former track athlete who
ic
has taught women’s athletics at
rel Oberline College in Ohio and Mira
TA IN
Costa College in Carlsbad, Calif.
It was at Oberlin that she came to
.J4
know the Scotts.
The Scotts are close friends of Huey’s
and spent the evening at Huey’s the
night before they slipped from sight,
according to the former SJSU student.
Huey said the FBI visited her home in
between the art building and the Carlsbad, Calif. on March 1 and quizzed
student union and one at library cen- her on her association with the Scotts.
"They wanted to know how long I’d
tral.
known them," Huey said yesterday.

T

Students cast votes in continuing A.S. election
The A.S. elections got under way
yesterday, with about 1,400 votes cast
by 2 pm.
Students are casting their votes for

its support of the bill in a March 31
resolution.
The amendments were added at
Bunzel’s request by the bill’s author
State Senator Alfred Alquist, D-San
Jose.
"This bill," Elliott said in a written
memo to the senate, ’’if passed into law
as amended, could be used as a legal
warrant for closing the files on virtually
all significant materials."

Huey charges FBI

’-’11

ta am
"7111.

suited to the traditional collegiality and
trust of the academic community,"
stated Bunzel.
"Now," he added, "collegiality and
trust have eroded and so we talk in
terms of power instead of persuasion."
But, Bunzel has demonstrated his
aversion for collegiality in his actions,
according to the sponsors of Monday’s
resolution.
The resolution cites three points in
particular where Bunzel has demonstrated his "apparent intransigence."
Econ cited
The first concerns the Economics
Department controversy, where Bunzel
removed faculty voting rights last
semester citing "severe internal difficulties."
The Academic Senate passed a
resolution March 17 calling for a hiring
and firing halt in that department until
its Liaison Committee completes an
investigation of the controversial
firings of several Economics instructors.
Bunzel has not yet responded to that
"Cease-Fire Resolution," according to
Dr. Paul Brown, Academic Senate
chairman.
The second point is Bunzel’s addition
to the faculty open file bill (SB 57)
which prompted the senate to withdraw

executive slates, A.S. council, attorney
general, academic senate and a constitutional change regarding the duties
of the attorney general.

Five booths will be open today from 8
a.m. to 7:30 p.m. at various locations,
including one on the south end of
Seventh Street, one at the pathway
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"And they asked me if, when I lh as in
their (Scott’s) New York apartment, if
I had seen Patty Hearst or Bill and
Emily Harris," she added.
She said she was shocked at the
question which made clear, for the first
time, why the FBI was interested in
talking to her.
Huey said she was followed by agents
for two weeks and that her friends were
interviewed shortly after she left their
homes.
"It was nerve-wracking," Huey said,
to have to tell her friends that they
should expect a visit from the FBI
because she had visited them.
She said the FBI even followed her
from San Diego to Los Angeles where
she went in an effort to be left alone.
"I consider it harassment," Huey
charged.
She said some of her casual
aquaintences "backed off" but that her
close friends ’stood behind me."

KSJS to air
vote returns
KSJS-FM will carry the A.S.
election returns from 8 tonight until
the final results have been
tabulated. Coverage will include live
reports from the computer center,
Rico headquarters and TWC-PS
headquarters. KSJS is 90.7 on the
FM dial.
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opinion
Problems of campus community
deserve attention of city, SJSU
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letters
Deciding on abortion is difficult;
compassion needed, not humor
Editor:
We have read and re-read the recent
letter to the editor by Mr. Paul
McDowell with regard to the subject of
abortion. As others have indicated, we
are somewhat at a loss to understand
whether he is writing "satirically",
seriously, or as a sort of tasteless jest
that falls short of the mark.

We could not fail to be impressed with
the way he approached this most difficult and emotion-laden area of human
concern as contrasted with the way it is
dealt with here in the Counseling Office
many times every month.
The women who come here for help in
decision making around unplanned
pregnancies, and certainly those men

Article on land usage
good except for ’flaw’
Editor:
I thought the article on land use in the
April 9th issue was excellent. It had one
basic flaw, however, but one that is
society’s as a wholenot the Spartan
Daily’s.
There are many kinds of growth and
many uses for land. A decision
regarding one has great impact on the
other. Political and economic forces
made a fatal decision early in this
century, when auto manufacturers,
concrete layers and oil companies, etc.,
found each other.
They are now known as the highway
lobby, and their influence has pervaded
virtually every area of American life.
They are so powerful that no one of us

Be cautious
of utopian
promises
Editor:
The article "What is a Radical
Economist" April 10 edition) promotes
the idea of more government interference in our economy. The radical
economists cited recommend more
central planning as a solution to our
economic "distdrtions" and most want
new or expanded government agencies.
I don’t believe the federal government infamous for Vietnam, the
Wheat Deal, ICC and IRS) should have
more power to direct our lives and
livlihoods. We’ve been shown that overcentralized planning magnifies the
destructive results of errors in
judgement.
Currently, government already
consumes two-fifths of our nation’s
total production of goods and st:vices.
The implied socialist "solution" to
economic distortion is to make this
absorption complete and create one big
business monopoly administered by
public servants who will decide who
gets how much of whatever there is.
We should be skeptical of all advertising promises, whether they be for
soap or utopia.
Tom Tallmon
Senior, Marketing

can imagine the extent to which this
influence manipulates our lives.
But I’ll give you a clue.
In terms of land use, I think a safe
and inordinately conservative
estimate is that the United States to
date has built about one mile of road for
every square mile of land in the
country. And why? Well, in the words of
author and urban planner, Kenneth
Schneider, "Having rebuilt the city to
its inhuman scale, the automobile now
requires its inhuman raceways to span
the distances."
And we, servants to the Great God,
Automobilitus Tyrannus, no longer can
even imagine what a human city’s
dimensions might be. We are a
sprawling
metrautocus,
not
metropolis!
To plan a human city, we must start
by asking how to move people, not how
to solve the problems of moving,
maintaining, parking, fueling and
paying for the "society of invertebrates
as clumsy as turtles" which we call the
automobile.
Growth?
Three
autos
are
manufactured for every human infant
born.
Land use? If your city has $13 million
and chooses to lay a mile of freeway
concrete with it instead of build schools,
housing, community centers and
parksmisnaming it -transportation,
I as if a strip of concrete had the power
to transport in and of itself ! ), then
whose fault is it? Too many people? Or
too many "turtles"?
A good, clean, quiet, safe, efficient
transit system need take only 6 per cent
of urban space. Now that would be sane
land use. It would leave us humans
room to breathe!
Belle P. Olson
Junior, Public Relation%

Write us
The Spartan Daily encourages your
/ornrnents Best read letters aro short (230
words) and to the point
Letters may be submitted at the Daily
Office LIC 7011) between (a rn and S ptn
Monday through Friday Or by mall
lhe Daily reserves the right to add for
length, style, or libel
All letters must include uthor’S
signature major, address, and phone
number
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who often accompany them, have little
of the bitter, caustic, sarcastic feeling
sc evident in the diatribe of Mr.
McDowell.
Rather, their concern is characterized by careful thought about the
choice they must make, and by feelings
of sorrow and grief over-riding
anything else. There is little that could
be seen as remotely cavalier or casual
in the way these women arrive at their
decisions about what they are going to
do when they find themselves in this
most untenable of situations.
Carefully, thoughtfully, even lovingly
they come to their decisions, and we
have nothing but admiration for the
way they are able to deal with this
crisis in their lives.
We do not wish Mr. McDowell any
more problems than he undoubtedly
already has had in his lifetime, but we
wish that in some way he could sit in
our chairs for a while and go through
with them the sometimes agonizing
decision making which faces a woman
with an unplanned pregnancy.
Our world could use more compassion, more understanding of the
needs and anxieties of our fellow
human beings, more effort to know
where the hurt is. What we do not need
is more assault and personal attack on
others that can only be born out of
ignorance and frustration.
This is an issue that will never be
resolved to the satisfaction of everyone.
It is a personal, private matter that
can only be dealt with in a personal,
private fashion.
We hope to be able to continue to
provide appropriate counseling services to the women and men of this
community as they struggle with this
most difficult human decision.
Orpha M. Quadros
Couselor
Marjorie Craig
Counselor

Trash ball story
picks up rooter
Editor:
When I say humorous, informative
and interesting, I am referring to Nick
Nasch’s article "Trashball picking up
fans" that appeared in the April 9
Spartan Daily.
Because of the topic itself this article
was an interesting bit of information. It
was refreshing to read about something
other than the NCAA, NBA, NASL, and
other unrevealing initials.
My main theme in this letter is to say
hats off to Nick Nasch for giving us an
article that is a humerous, successful
approach to a nationally serious
problem.
Thank you, Nick Nasch. It’s articles
like this that will keep the Spartan
Daily the good nespaper that it is.
Kevin Made)
Freshman, Undeclared

By Jeff Mapes
The problems of the campus neighborhood have been receiving a lot of
attention recently, which has led to the
formation of a "task force on campus
area problems" by City Councilman
Larry Pegram, who is the city liaison
with SJSU and A.S. officials.
It is a classic government response to
controversy to form a commission to
study the problem until the political
heat is off.
The task face is supposed to study,
among other things, neighborhood
housing, transportation, parking and
the overconcentration of board and
care and rehabilitative facilities.
Because these are such complex
issues however, the task force concept
seems right. Any hasty conclusions
would be quickly shot down by the
morass of red tape in government.
But the problem of maintaining
student and neighborhood interest in a
task force that will not reach any
conclusions before next fall is insurmountable.
"Hell, I won’t even be around, and if I
am I’ll be too busy studying so I can
graduate and get out of San Jose."
This is a typical response of people
who have to put up with this neighborhood, I think, and the people I should
address my remarks to are Mr.
Pegram and Executive Vice President
Burton Brazil, President Bunzel’s
representative in these matters.
For it is really in their self interest
this task force succeed.
Whether Brazil realizes it or not, in a
time of declining enrollment SJSU has
to compete with the rest of the state
university system for a shrinking
number of students.
And this means the campus neighborhood just has to be made more attractive if students are going to be
persuaded to come to SJSU.
But hopefully Brazil, and President
Bunzel, will realize it’s more than that.
There is a challenge here to what I
think is a vocationally oriented urban
university to do something about the
quality of life in the campus area.
This neighborhood is demoralizing.
People want to move in and out of here
as fast as they can.

Losing faith
will not help
solve crisis
By Chris Smith
"My vision is one of growth and
development worldwide through increasing interdependence of nations of
the world. My vision is one of peace.
And my vision of Americans is of a
people who will retain their self-respect
and self-defense so that this vision can
emerge."

(

comment

With these words Gerald Ford urged
Americans to shake off fears of doom
and rise above feelings that the nation’s
many problems are insurmountable.
One doesn’t have to be a Republican,
subscribe to Ford’s fiscal, domestic,
foreign or pardon policies or even like
the man to respect his appeal for optimism.
Our problems are tremendous: inflation, pollution, discrimination,
unemployment, dwindling resources,
corrpution in govei iintentthe list
seems eternal.
Surely these problems can be solved,
but they will not be cured by a nation
that has lost hope and has lapsed into a
hopeless stupor, dispassionately
awaiting its inevitable demise.
A defeated person will not keep him
or herself socially and politically
aware. Nor will a demoralized man or
woman enlist in the battle to defend
diminishing liberties against those who
quickly take advantage of the people’s
ignorance and inactivity.
To be sure, our task is great, so we
must be greater. Millions of people and
hundreds of years have created our
burdens, and it will take time and
cooperation to free ourselves.
We’ve got the people and we’ve got
the time. But people and time are only
destructive if those people have lost
their hope.

(

comment

Walk around campus at 3:30 on a
Friday afternoon and there is a feeling
of desolationthe business of going
to class is over and anybody that can
has escaped to a more pleasant
existence somewhere else.
The glimmer of hope in all this is that
there are people who are trying to
improve the neighborhood and with the
help and the strong committment of the
university, it is a challenge that can be
successful.
Of course the city is the key part of
this, since it is in San Jose’s jurisdiction.
Councilman Pegram found out early
after his appointment as liaison that
student leaders expected something
from him in that capacity.
Pegram responded by helping to
organize the task force, and now I’m
going to ask for more.
I’m asking that he regard the campus
area as the potential base of his future
constituency.

If it would be easy to let this task
force fade away into ublivion, it would
be more worthwhile to turn the neighborhood into a Pegram stronghold.
If Pegram can "go the extra mile" to
help restore the neighborhood it could
not only be the cornerstone of a long
and useful career in public life, but it
could serve as a model for other neighborhoods.
I suppose Pegram could be just
another politician and Brazil just
another administrator, but I think I
might get farther asking the extraordinary from them instead
throwing a plea out into the winds
asking the support of the students.
You see, this all reminds me of when I
worked in a restaurant, if I can extend a
comparison a bit.
My boss told me that customers
usually don’t complain if they are
served a bad meal. They just don’t
come back.
I think what he was saying is you
have to maintain your own high standards if you want to succeed.
You’ll never find out you’re a failure
until you go bankrupt.

Uniform signs plan
may save many lives
By Sandi Taylor
A new sign language may save your
life.
If you drive or bicycle, you will have
to learn the new language of traffic
signs and symbols.
For at least a decade Europe has
used pictures and symbols in traffic
control rather than words. As we join
them in adopting the use of symbols,
the new system will make international
travel easier for us, as well as for
foreign visitors.
Symbols are easier to see. How often
have you whizzed by your freeway exist
because you did not see the sign in
time?
Traffic engineers have been
disturbed for years by the numerous
signs dotting our roads, but they could
do little about it because each state
worked out its own traffic language.
In 1966, however, Congress decided to
end this dangerous confusion and
passed the Federal Highway Safety
Act, which provides for a uniform
system of traffic control devices.
Within the past year, states have
adopted new signs and symbols. By the
target date of 1977, we should be able to
drive from New York to San Francisco
on highways that use the same traffic
language.
The National Joint Committee on
Uniform Traffic Control Devices says,
"A wider adoption of symbols in
preference to word messages, particulary on warning signs is a desirable
and important step toward greater
safety and facilitation of traffic."
In the new system color is very important. According to traffic experts, it
is the dominant factor in a mototist’s
recognition of a sign message. Red still
means stop or no, but now you will see it
more often.
Green still means go as in a green
light or arrow, but you will also see it on
guiding rectangles announcing names
of streets and towns, hiking trails and
bicycle routes.
Blue means service, indicating a
telephone, camping area or hospital.
Yellow is a general warning, telling
you to watch for bicycles, pedestrains,
a school or a divided highway. In the
new pavement markings, yellow
separates traffic on a two-lane road or
defines turning lanes, spelled out in
safety rules. They say, "Keep the
yellow line on your left to travel in the
right."
Orange is a new color with a special
use. Its bright flaming shade warns you
to watch for construction, road repairs,
a detour or freshly painted areas.
Brown signs will point out scenic
vistas and public parks for you to enjoy.
Shapes will also have special
meanings in the new traffic signs. You
already know the familiar rel octagon
means stop, even without its printed
message and that will not change.
The inverted triangle to indicate yield
will remain the same, but the color will
change to red.

comment
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A diamond warns that there is a hill
ahead, merging traffic or a bicylce
crossing. A vertical retangle regulates,
telling you the speed limit or to keep
right. In a horizontal position, it gives
information, pointing out the direction,
the distance to the next town or to
hiking and bicycle routes.
The pentagon is a new shape, symbolizing the old one-room school and
marks a school building or crosswalk.
Once on the right-hand side, it now
stands on the left side of the road so that
when passing you can’t miss it.
Many shapes and colors you already
know, but the most important change is
that you will see pictures and symbols
instead of words.
Traffic experts hope this new
language will gradually ease into your
subconscious. Some states will leave
the old signs beside the new for a time.
Printed words will Oil identify most
symbols until authorities feel drivers
and pedestrains have learned them
thoroughly.
Read the "Manual on Uniform
Traffic Control Devices," published by
the Federal Highway Administration.
It is the final authority on all changes.
Watch for our new sign language and
learn it well.
It may save your life.
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Rat wager pays off

Committee kills
dog racing bill

Dean gives ulcers
By Karen Minkel
Dr. James Sawrey, dean of the School of Social Sciences,
has been giving rats ulcers for more than 15 years. And it all
began with a $5 bet.
Sawrey’s brother, Bill, a professor of psychology at
California State University at Hayward, bet a relative he
could produce ulcers in rats. He enlisted Sawrey’s help.
After they had succeeded and won the bet, the two went on
to other experiments dealing with the effects of drugs or diet
on the rate of ulceration in rats.
Their results have been published in medical journals and
have changed the way some doctors treat ulcers.
Sawrey, also a motivation and learning psychologist, is
continuing his research at NASA-Ames Research Center in
Sunnyvale with the help of a research assistant, Patricia
Brown, a graduate student in psychology.
Sawrey’s original experiments produced stress and ulcers
in rats by putting the animals into a conflict box.
The conflict box has two-thirds of the floor electrified and is
arranged so that if a rat wants to eat, he must cross and stand
on the electrified portion of the floor.
In recent years, however, the production of ulcers has been
sped up by using a plastic form to restrain the rats.
Under the right conditions, Sawrey said, ulcers can be
produced this way in two hours as compared to 14 days using
the conflict box.
Sawrey has tested everything from possible genetic
susceptibility to ulcers to the effects of the bland diets that
doctors prescribe to ulcer patients.
Sawrey said he thinks there may be a genetic link to ulcers

since he found certain strains of rats get ulcers more easily
than others.
His studies on bland diets-eating anything that slides
showed that rats on bland diets appeared to get well sooner,
but the ulcers actually existed longer than by eating a normal
wet mash diet.
Other studies, Sawrey said, showed that some tranquilizers
tremendously increased the rate of ulceration.
Medicinal doses of aspirin ( eight 500 mg. tablets in 24
hours) also increased the ulceration rate, Sawrey said.
As a result of his studies, Sawrey said some doctors have
stopped prescribing aspirin, bland diets, and certain
tranquilizers to ulcer patients.
Instead, Sawrey said, they have concentrated on antacids
and lots of reassurance.
The research on rats reached such a predictable level that
on any given rat, Sawrey said, he could tell how many ulcers
the rat would get with certain amounts of stress.
Only one rat refused to get any ulcers, Sawrey said. This
rat, in the conflict box, had the researchers so puzzled that
Sawrey spent one whole night watching him to see what he
did differently.
Sawrey said he discovered that when the rat got hungry he
would run to the food end of the box, squealing at the top of
his lungs.
Once he got to the food, he would dance around until he got
all four feet on bars with the same charge. He avoided being
shocked in this way and was able to eat his fill. He then ran
squealing back to the safe end for a nap.
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Ranier Bielie

RATS TO YOUDr. James Sawrey, dean of the School of
Social Sciences, gives rats ulcers in his spare time as part of
his research.

Library
given 200
new books

Legislation to extend
vet eligibility period

By Lynne Lajeunesse
Canada’s ambassador to
the United States visited
SJSU Monday to give the
university
library
a
collection of 200 books.
Marcel Cadieux addressed
a group of students and
faculty as he presented the
books, ranging from literary
criticism, poetry and fiction
to Canadian history and
dramatic writing.
The visit and presentation
are a part of an effort by the
Canadian government to
boost American awareness
of Canada.
Cadieux used the visit to
make a few points about
Americans’
conceptions
about their neighboring
country.
According to Cadieux, the
American media has planted
an "anti -Americanism
mood" of Canadians into the
minds of U.S. citizens.
That mood, Cadieux said,
just isn’t there in most
Canadians.
Canada, Cadieux said,
during a short speech
following the presentation, is
united behind the government in the setting of
national priorities, where
Americans are not united
behind their government.
Americans have criticized
Canada, Cadieux said, for
not spending the amount of
money on energy research or
defense that the United
States spends.
But, he added, Canada is
facing a unity problem in the
country between French
Canadians and Canadians.
Thirty per cent of the
country’s population are
French Canadians.
Cadieux, who has been
ambassador since 1969, also
said that as far as energy is
concerned, the Canadians do
not have the resources or the
money to share crude oil or
other resources with the
United States.
Americans, Cadieux said,
have a total "misunderstanding" of the situation
in Canada.
Canadian officials will be
forced to limit exportation of
natural resources and

A U.S. Senate bill "to
extend the basic educational
assistance eligibility to all
veterans from 36 to 45
months" has been referred
to the Committee on
Veterans Affairs.
Under a law enacted in
December
only
undergraduate veterans are
entitled to a nine month
extension of the G.I. bill.
Sponsored by Sen. Vance
Hartke, D-Ind., chairman of
the Senate Veterans Affairs
standing committee, the bill
is waiting for approval.
Others proposed
Before final congressional
approval comes, however,
the House of Representatives must take into

Leitrim Au

CANADIAN BOOKSCanadian Ambassador Marcel Cadieux
shows President John Bunzel books he gave the SJSU library.
currently have to "carefully
watch" the Canadian usage.
Americans think that
Canada is a "treasure house
of resources," Cadieux said.
The majority of Canadians
realize the importance of a
friend§hip and good trade
relationship with the United
States, Cadieux said.
The
United
States,
Cadieux said, has a lot of
actual dollars invested in
Canada, but Canada, in
terms of money per capita,
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has more invested in the
United States.
Americans, he concluded,
will know more about
Canada when the media, the
national leaders and the
educational system realize
the importance of the
relationship between the
start
countries
and
publicizing that importance.
Meanwhile, Cadieux added, Canadian officials have
"stepped up efforts" to
publicize their country and
have also begun searching
for ways of talking along the
same lines.

PRIOR SERVICE’
The Marine Corps
Reserve Program
needs personnel
with Pnor Service
Expe.-ience. Take
advantage of your
specialty, or Re,
Train and learn
new skills. Good
pay Advancement
Exchange priviledgesInsurance.
For further details
contact "Gunny"
at your Marine
Corps Reserve
Center, 275-7695
or 275 7543.

consideration 20 separate
bills proposed between
January and March.
According to a spokesman
for Sen. Alan Cranston, DCalif., "Since the Senate has
already passed the bill, there
are good chances the House
will follow suit."
All House bills include a
"nine month extension for all
veterans," according to
copies of the bills.
Roberts introduced
The main House bill has
been introduced by Rep. Ray
Roberts, Texas chairman of
the Veterans Standing
Committee in the House.

According to Charles
Glenn, SJSU assistant
coordinator of the Office of
Veterans Affairs (OVA),
"The way the present nine
month extension is set up,
VA must check every
veteran applying for the
extension individually."
"This creates problems for
the graduate section and the
veteran’s clerk, who must
certify veteran’s enrollment
and forward it to the VA for
evaluation," Glenn said.
Scheduling conflicts
Glenn said this leaves
veterans with scheduling
conflicts.

SACRAMENTO
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Legislation
and
greyhound racing
betting in California was
killed yesterday by an
Assembly committee.
One of the major backers
of the measure by Assemblyman Leon Ralph said a
petition drive would be
started to put the greyhound
racing issue before the
voters in 1976.
Ralph, a South Gate
the
told
Democrat,
Assembly Governmental
Organization Committee
that he amended the
legislation to meet many of
the objections of state
humane societies.
But a series of spokesmen
for humane societies said
they still opposed the
the
during
measure
sometimes heated hearing
on the bill.
Spokesmen for powerful
horse racing interests also
repeated their opposition to

the
despite
pleasure,
amendments to prohibit dog
tracks within 30 miles of
existing horse tracks and
provide supervision of both
sports by a single California
Racing Board.

AQUA TEC
Acrylics
spa rta I
33 colors
guide
25% OFF

WEDNESDAY
SJSU Sierra Club will meet
at 7:30 p.m. in the S.U.
Costanoan Room.
Campus Ambassadors will
hold a Bible study at 12:30
p.m. in the Joint Effort
Coffeehouse.
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You can help others
by donating Hood plasma.
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Women fencers take national title
By Nick Nagel,
San Jose is the sun of the women’s intercollegiate fencing
universe.
The women fencers won the National Intercollegiate
Women’s Fencing Association team championship last
weekend in Brockport, N.Y.
In addition to team honors, the SJSU contingent came
away with a slew of individual awards.
Vincent Hurley won the individual competition, and Gay
D’Asaro was named most outstanding fencer" at the
tournament.
Michael D’Asaro, Spartan fencing coach and husband of
Gay, was voted "coach of the year."
There were 29 schools competink with the team title
determined by a round robin.
Each team was comprised of four fencers, ranked A (top;
through D.
In each team match the As, Bs, Cs and Ds, from each
fenced each other.

Gay D’Asaro, the Spartan A, went 25-3 in team competition.
Hurley, SJSU’s B went 26-2; Spartan C Stacey Johnson, 27-1
and lone Robinson, SJSU’s D, 21-7.
The combined for 99 wins in their bourts.
The team championship was based on total bout wins.
SJSU had 99, runner-up William Patterson College ( New
Jersey) followed close behind with 97. Last year’s national
champion California State University, Fullerton placed sixth
with 75.
Individual competition was determined by placing the top
four As, top two Bs and Cs and the D with the best record in
an individuals final.
Hurley, Gay D’Asaro and Johnson were among the nine
fencers in the finals.
A round robin was held with Jurley finishing 8-1 to win the
individual championship.
Gay D’Asaro went 7-2 in individual bouts to place third.
Johnson split her eight bouts to finish sixth.

According to both the SJSU coach and Johnson, the
pressure was on the favored Spartans.
"We have Gay, who’s the tops in the country, plus Vinnie
I Hurley and Stacey who were on the US. Junior World
Championship team, so everyone was pointing to us, Michael
D’Asaro said.
"The others had nothing to Icr,c and everything to win," he
said.
"Everybody was following us around and watching all our
matches," Johnson, a freshman noted.
Michael D’Asaro said it would be difficult to say whether
his wife or Hurley would be considered the top collegiate
woman fencer.
While Hurley won her title in competition, Gay D’Asaro’s
outstanding fencer award was voted upon by the coaches at
the tournament, and is given to the person who best exemplifies fenching, he said.
"It would be tough to choose between them. All our fencers
did really well. It was a team effort," the coach said.

"Stacey only lost one bout in the team matches and that is
quite remarkable. On the other hand this was lone’s first
major competition."
Johnson had special praise for Robinson’s efforts, "The
fourth position made all the difference in the world."
The Spartan coach added of Robinson, a senior, "Had she
not done so well, we could not have won."
Johnson said the hardest part of the two-day compeition
was the mental aspect, not fatigue.
The Spartan coach said he knew his fencers were in shape,
so he was more worried about keeping them mentally alert.
Michael D’Asaro said he was happier with the team’s
success then his coaching award.
"The team doing well pleased Fie more than anything."
Highlights of the tournament will be shown on the Public
Broadcasting System, channel 9 locally, April 26 from 11 a.m.
to 1 p.m. PDT.
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Uchida builds powerhouse
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Judo: SJSU sets the pace
By Steve Lopez
he
clockwork,
Like
methodically shuffles up the
stairs in the men’s gym. He
seems almost oblivious to all
that goes on around him.
He’s kind of like the guy
you see in the beer commercial on TV. The guy
who’s bombarded by dump
trucks or bulls or falling
buildings, but doesn’t seem
to mind.
Just by looking at him you
wouldn’t think SJSU judo
coach Yosh Uchida has
directed his teams to
national championships 14
years in a row.
But it’s true.
SJSU judo hub
In his nearly 30 years of
coaching here Uchida has
made SJSU the judo center
of the United States.
Since judo’s inception in
the National Collegiate
Athletic Association in 1962,
SJSU has won every single
title.
Uchida couldn’t be more
low key about the whole
thing.
"There’s a lot more to all
this than just winning," said
the 55-year-old Uchida.
"If I can get the kids
through college and judo is a
means of helping them do
just that, then I feel I’ve done
something good for the
students.
"You get self satisfaction
from accomplishing and
producing champions that go
out later in life and make
good in their chosen field."
Coached in 1940
Uchida first came to San
Jose State as a student coach
in 1940. Two years later he

40

Keith Nakasone

Randy Sumida

entered the service, but
returned as head coach in
1946.
"We’ve been the center of
judo ever since," Uchida
said.
"We were the only ones
after World War II to have a
judo program. Most people
thought judo was a form of
mayhem, but we were able
to establish a program
here."
Also established was the
foundation for the future of
judo.
In 1953 Uchida worked
with Harry Stone, then
wrestling and judo coach at
on
Berkeley,
U.C.
establishing weight divisions
for judo. The system they
came up with is now used
throughout the world, and
was instrumental in making
judo a part of the Olympics.
The judo tradition at SJSU
has lured many athletes,

comes first and judo second.
At times I’ve wanted to go
back because it’s difficult for
me here, but he’s encouraged me to stay."
Freshman Randy Sumida
of Fresno also commented
on Uchida’s help outside the
judo room.
"He’s talked to me quite a
few times about grades and
where I’m going and stuff.
He’s really been helpful to
me," Sumida said.
Mondo said he has no
regrets about making the
cross-country journey to San
Jose.
"Oh sure, it’s really been
worth it. I came to SJSU
completely for that. You go
anywhere in the United
States and they know about
SJSU judo."
Mondo, a junior, said he
finds Uchida td be a
fascinating man.

Yosh Uchida
from Okinawa, Japan.
Also on this year’s team
Brown
of
are
Alan
Massachusetts, Bob Jolly of
Washington, Peter Mondo of
New York and Steve Hoyt of
Southern California.
"The main reason I cam to
SJSU was because of judo,"
Nakasone said.
"Coach Uchida has helped
me a lot. I’m new here in the
states and he’s helped me
like a father. And not only
with judo. He’s more interested in scholastics.
"For him school always

none of whom can be too
displeased with the team’s
success.
"We have a tradition of
organization here," Uchida
said.
"Many of our recruits are
sent from various contacts I
have with instructors in this
country. We’ve established
many contacts over a
period."
This past year Uchida’s
contacts exceeded the
boundaries of the United
States, Keith Nakasone, a
freshman, came to SJSU

Intramural titles Volleyball P.E. department
c hosts
decided tonight uteam
has new classes
Davis
Championship games of
the "B" and "C" intramural
basketball leagues will take
place tonight in Spartan
Gym.
Panama Red and Theta
Chi Red of the "B" league
played last night for the right
to take on the winner of the
Crusaders -Washburn
Erectors game, also played
last night. The winners play
the title game tonight at 8.
In the "C" league, Los
Enanos and the Ftichsha
Runners played off last night
for the right to play the
winner of the Erectors Elastic Ban contest. Winners
play tonight at 7.
The Roadrunners of the

"A" league will tackle the
Bulls Sunday at 7 p.m. for
the right to play the winner
of last night’s Ralph
O’Rourke-Barn
Burners
game.
Intramural
softball,
weather permitting, began
its slate yesterday with 46
teams participating.

SJSU’s varsity volleyball
team will battle UC Davis
here at 7:30 tomorrow night
for the Northern California
championship.
SJSU is 6-1. The match will
be held in the Men’s Gym
and will be preceeded by a
6:30 p.m. JV contest against
Cal State Hayward.

Two new classes will be
offered next fall by the Men’s
Physical Education
department.
Horseback riding, MPE
96F, will be held Tuesdays,
11 a.m. to 12:15 p.m., at the
Buck Norred Santa Teresa
Ranch Stables in San Jose.

The teams are divided into
Monday -Wednesday and
Tuesday-Thursday leagues.
Fast pitch games begin at
3:45 p.m., while slow pitch
and co-ed league contests
start at 5:15.
All games will be played at
the baseball fields at South
Campus.

A book for everyone, but especially for women of
all ages, because it’s important for us to understand
the workings of our bodies and our minds...

father of three is a part-time
teacher and runs a medical
services laboratory. A pretty
full schedule, but Uchida
doesn’t seem to mind
keeping busy, and his wife
doesn’t seem to mind too
much, either.
"It’s what he likes to do so
it’s fine with me," she said.
"He likes to associate with
the young and help them
physically and morally."
He’s doing it. Day after
day, year after year. Like
clockwork.
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SPECIAL
1. Tune-up
2. Set timing
3. Change oil
4. New points
5. Lubrication
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Ski Salt.
Kilt Freestyle .. $128.00
Dynast. Freestyle .. $108.00
Heart Hill’.,. $9995
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THE WOMEN’S HEALTH BOOK
IS HERE...
"Eden Still has Dinosaurs" is a collection of women’s
health issues and answers, written and compiled by
the San Jose Women’s Health Book Collective. There
are chapters on mental health, birth control,
abortion, adoption, aging and contemporary health
problems such as VD, cigarette smoking and
alcoholism. The book also includes a directory of
local health services.

Beginning racquetball,
MPE 96G, will be held
Tuesday-Thursday, 8:30 to
9:20 and 9:30 to 10:2O am., at
the Supreme Court sports
center in downtown San
Jose.
The classes are open to
men and women.

"He doesn’t talk much,"
Mondo said, smiling as he
searched for the right words.
"I guess you could say he
doesn’t waste words. He
insists that you take care of
yourself and then he helps
you out."
This year’s six-man team
which won the nationals in
Pittsburgh, Penn., was
composed of Mike Kessler,
Sumida, John Baggott, Hoyt,
Brewster Thompson and
Dan Kikuchi.
Kessler and Hoyt finished
third in their weight
divisions while all others
garnered first place awards
Uchida said Nakasone
would have been a shoo-in,
but the freshman suffered a
knee injury three days
before the trip.
"This year we felt confident because of our depth,"
Uchida said.
"Last year we were a bit
skeptical because we didn’t
have overall depth. It’s
always a challenge each
year to develop new talent.
The competition here at
SJSU is a challenge to any
new student coming in."
Many participants
Mondo raised one point
about the judo program
which is often overlooked.
"One thing about the team
not too many people realize
is that more than 100 people
are involved, whether it be in
or
classes
beginning
whatever, and they’re
getting a lot out of the judo
program," Mondo said.
They’re getting a lot out of
it because Uchida is putting
a lot into it.
"I put in about four hours a
day, and on weekends we
usually have many of our
tournaments. I guess you
could say I’m a judo widow,"
Uchida said smiling sharply,
his eyes twinkling through
his steel-rimmed glasses.
In addition to coaching, the
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Ames physician calls
for nuclear plant ban

Coalition seeks revival
of five county bus lines
By Michael Switzer
A central city neighborhood coalition is circulating a petition to reinstate some of the county bus
routes eliminated by Dial-ARide.
Citing the "special transportation needs of the large
numbers of senior citizens,
students, poor people, board
and care residents and
without
families
automobiles," the coalition
hopes to influence the County
Transit Board to reinstate
old bus lines 3, 4, 5, 7 and 16.
These lines, according to
Dr. Terry Christensen,
of
professor
assistant
political science, used to run
through the neighborhood,
roughly between First

Street, Highway 101 and
Story Road.
"We’re asking for at least
some of those routes to be
returned," Christensen said.
"We really lost when they
went to Dial-A-Ride."
Christensen said the
transit district relocated
many of the major (arterial)
bus lines when it adopted the
personalized transit concept
of Dial-A-Ride.
He said many of the buses
running through the campus
community were transferred
to lines in Saratoga, ’Gilroy
and Los Gatos.
"A lot of the people who
use Dial-A-Ride complain
about the time it takes,"
Christensen said.
He said the closest arterial

Teaching method

pays

bus line runs along Santa
Clara Street.
"For older people it’s hard
to walk six or eight blocks for
a bus," he added.
The coalition, comprised
of residents from four
campus area neighborhoods,
first organized to give its
input into the city’s General
Plan, Christensen said.
The Santa Clara County
Board of Supervisors is
considering making some
changes in the transit
district.
The board hired Bechtel
Inc. to conduct a $44,000
study of the bus system.
Bechtel, in a report
last
week,
released
recommended the county
abandon the Dial-A -Ride

IL IL:
inewwwewNllr

Mike Hartland.,

The county transit sign is not a happy sign to citizens who
have no other form of transportation.
With the advent of Dial -a -Ride, bus service at stops like
this one were d,scontinued until further notice.
Christensen
estimates
will
have
1,000
they
signatures
when
they
present the petition to
supervisor Sig Sanchez,
transit district chairman,
this week.

system.
Christensen said when the
supervisors make their
decisions, the coalition,
wants to be in on the process.
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Student achievement rises
By Lynne Lajeunesse
An innovative teaching
method, the result of a fiveyear experiment involving
416 SJSU students, has
raised
the
academic
achievement in the experimental courses by 10 per
cent, according to the
supervising professor,
SJSU
Elementary
Education Professor, Dr.
John W. Gilbaugh conducted
the experiment, funded by
the University Foundation,
using graduate students and
teaching credential candidates enrolled in his
education courses.
ORPA,
according
to
Gilbaugh,
stands
for
Organization,
research,
presentation
and
accountability-the steps in
teaching
Gilbaugh’s
methodology,
According to Gilbaugh, the
experiment not only showed
a 10 per cent increase in the
level
of
academic
achievement, but also a 6 per
cent increase in attendance
in Gilbaugh’s courses.
Steps taken
The four steps in the

method, said Gilbaugh,
include the organization of
the course, student research
of outside sources, student
presentation during the
the
ac and
course,
countability.
Within
the
ORPA
methodology there are three
types of evaluations or
measurements instead of
traditional grading methods,
Gilbaugh explained.
They include:
peer evaluation of
student presentations and
participation
in
class
discussion,
instructor evaluation
based on observation,
measurement by means
of instructor-constructed
objective tests.
Peer evaluation, said
Gilbaugh, is the "driving
force" behind the ORPA
methodology.
The evaluation can be
directly tied to the increases
in academic achievement
and attendance, according to
Gilbaugh.
The increase in academic
achievement is the result of
research
the
outside

John Gilbaugh
students to prepare for the
course in addition to reading
the required assignment.
Attendance increases
Attendance
increases,
according to Gilbaugh, can
be attributed to the fact that
the students grades are
based on the peer evaluation
forms.
Gilbaugh claims that

County unemployment
lower than state level
economic
Recent
problems in Santa Clara
County are reflected in a
chart published by the
Institute of Business and
Economic Research (IBER)
at SJSU.
The chart, entitled "Santa
Clara County in Action"
presented general economic
and other indicators of interest to the business
community in the county.
The quarterly chart,
researched by Colette A.
Weil of IBER, shows the
consumer price index (CPI)
increasing. In 1973 the CPI
increased 7 per cent and
soared to 12.5 per cent in
1974.
The CPI is used as an
indicator of the cost of living.
During the same period,
the annual unemployment
rate in Santa Clara County
increased from 5.8 per cent
in 1973 to 5.9 per cent in 1974.
overall
California’s
unemployment was much
higher, 7 per cent in 1973 and
7.3 per cent in 1974.
Linda Gehringer, analyst

California
for
the
Employment Development
Department, said the lower
unemployment in the area
reflects the area’s diverse
employment.
The county does not
depend on any one industry,
she said.
Another factor in the lower
unemployment was the
electronic industry, which
did not experience any
declines until July 1974.
She said the unemployment for February 1975
was 8.2 per cent and expected it to increase to
between 8.3 to 8.4 per cent in
March.
California’s unemployment for February this year
was 9.4 per cent and is expected to go down for March,
Gehringer said.
Rents increasing
The IBER chart showed
apartment rents, increased
ranging from 7.2 per cent for
a studio apartment to 10.2
per cent for a two-bedroom
apartment.

SAN JOSE STATE
IS FOR THE BIRDS
(PSAGrinningbirds).
4.
’"w4fr

While the cost of living was
increasing, wages earned in
manufacturing increased 6.1
year.
last
cent
per
California’s average earning
increased almost 10 per cent
but was still about $7 less in
weekly earnings.
The number of jobs in
decreased
manufacturing
slightly while the number of
jobs in government increased 3.4 per cent. Services and trade also had an
increase in the number of
jobs.
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students often continue class
discussions long after the
class time ends.
Students have used as
many as 40 to 50 outside
resources during the course
of the class in preparation
for the class presentations
and discussions, Gilbaugh
added.
Evaluations
The peer evaluations allow
the instructor to hear more
from each student within the
class structure and see how
much he prepares for the
class and how he interacts
with his peers.
According to Gilbaugh,
students have told him, "No
professor can give us (the
students) what we can give
each other."
Gilbaugh said he decided
to change his teaching
format because of a growing
student discontent with the
lecture -discussion type
format.
Lecture format according
to Gilbaugh, "is the weakest
form of teaching."
Individual, small group,
demonstrations, in -class
reports, and laboratory work
are found to be the most
productive styles of learning
activity.
The
ORPA
method,
Gilbaugh said, employs all of
these techniques.

Besumes will be copied
free for students and
unemployed persons.
Globe Printing, 1445
Monterey Rd., will print
either 50 one page resumes
or 25 two pages long, according to Bob Emery of
Globe.

Feminist
Steinem
to speak
Gloria Steinem, editor of
Ms. magazine and nationally
known feminist, will be the
featured speaker at a
cocktail reception in San
Jose tonight.
The event, sponsored by
the National Women’s
Political Caucus of Santa
Clara County (MPC), will be
held at 8 p.m. at McCabe
Hall in the Civic Auditorium.

It is time to call a
moratorium on building any
more nuclear power plants
in the United States, according to a physician from
Ames Research Center in
Sunnyvale.
tons
of
Already,
radioactive material have
leaked and contaminated the
environment from storage
tanks designed to last more
than 300 years, said Dr.
Harold Sandler, who spoke
Friday afternoon in Duncan
Hall.
One person, working
alone, could grind up enough
of this deadly material to kill
everyone living along the
Columbia River and contaminate the area for 100
generations, claimed a
chemical engineer, who
worked at the Hanford
atomic energy plant near
Richland, Washington, and
who declined the use of his
name.
Not telling truth
The power companies
which build atomic reactors
are not telling the public the
whole truth, said Sandler at
the meeting of the Society to
Adapt Building to the
Environment
Reasonably
(SABER).
Right now, the nation’s 56
nuclear power plants are
producing a total of almost a
ton of potentially dangerous
radioactive material each
year, he said.
"This stuff is very active
and could easily explode if
not properly cared for," he
said.
This would not be an
atomic explosion, said
Sandler, but could spread
lethal radioactivity over a
vast area.
Must take action
Action must be taken to
stop this unnecessary contamination of the planet,
said Sandler. ’
If the wind should get hold
of some of this deadly
material, said an engineer
from the audience, "Who
knows how far it would
spread and how many people
would die?"
The biological effect of as

little as one-thousandth of a
grain of plutoniwn can be
deadly, replied Sandler.
Plutonium has a half-life of
500,000 years which means it
would have to be stored for
over 1,000 generations before
it would be safe, Sandler
said.
White hot glob
The way the present
are
reactors
nuclear
designed, water must be
injected into the system
within five seconds of a
nuclear leak or the whole
reactor will turn into a white
hot glob, Sandler said.
This white glob releases a
radioactive gas which is
extremely lethal to mankind,

he said.
As little as une-millionth of
a gram of this substance is
all it takes to produce cancer, said Sandler.
The radioactive material
being produced in the
nation’s nuclear power
plants should not be thrown
into the lap of future
generations, Sandler said.
10 tons yearly
By the year 2,000, if
present trends continue, the
nation will be producing 10
tons of this deadly material
each year, he said.
"Who is going to guard it,"
said Sandler, "to make sure
it isn’t stolen to be used
against us?"
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EILACI1 & WHITE
DEVELOPING & PRINTING
KODACHROME MOVIES & SHOES
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California’s Oldest Camera Shop
4 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
99 N REDWOOD AVE SAN JOSE
419 UNIVERSITY AVE PALO AL60

665 1st 0OWNTOWN SAN JOSE
1084 LINCOLN AVE WILLOW GLEN

THIS FRIDAY
Gordon Crowe & KOME present

CHICK
WITH RETURN TO FOREVER
SPECIAL GUEST STAR

Lf1R-ik
(011

WITH THE ELEVENTH HOUSE
San Jose Center Performing Arts Theatre
Fri -April 18-8:30 p.m.

111.66 1, SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE, 912 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
SAN JOSE 95128 1246 1160/ PENINSULA BOX OFFICE LOS ALTOS
BOOK MARK FREMONT. MACY/S. BASS ALL OTHER LEADING BAY
AREA AGENCIES PLEASE ENCLOSE A SE. F ADDRESSED STAF/PEO
\ENVELOPE VVITH ALL MAIL ORDERS

Tickets on Sale Now-6.50, 5.50, 4.50
Students: 5.50,4.50, 3.50

Reservations for the
reception can be made by
contacting Patricia
Haggbolom, 2 5 5-2 4 3 9.
Tickets are $5.
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WO don’t really know how many...
ATTENTION, lOWIEROI
qualify here for the

FRESNO STATE MASTER’S & QUEEN’S TOURNEY
open to all men & women students
currently enrolled in a college -university
men bowl 6 games across 12 lanes

. .. Big Macs you would have to eat to equal the nutritional value of
one NATURE BURGER because we don’t know what’s in a Big Mac,
but we do know what is in a NATURE BURGER and we’re proud of it.
Sun ’N Soil posts the percentage of your minimum daily requirement
for the important vitamins and nutrients that you enjoy in a NATURE
BURGER. For a change of pace why not try a NATURE BURGER for
lunch ... it’s not only nutritious but it’s delicious. Take advantage of
our special ’4 price offer this week. Start a healthy habit - have a
NATURE BURGER.

pommummEmminsanommommEN.

112 PRICE -50(
SPECIAL

L.

OFFER!NAT
BURGER
’wjrfeklSer:d6for, yodurroolfd 11,7,

,n1

lax

WITH COUPON

DON’T JUST FEED YOUR PALATE, FEED YOUR 800Y1

women bowl 4 games across 8 lanes
Qualify Squads:
Saturday, April 19 10:00 & 1:00 pm
Sunday, April 20 1:00 pm & 4:00 pm
Entry fee: men -46.0u, women 15.00
signup by squad time at the desk until squads are full

Fly with us for
The unofficial
a song to eleven cities
state bird. PSA. has
WanttocatchaPSAGrinningconnecting
more flights
northern and southern Cali- bore That’s easy Just catch
forma than any other airline up with your campus rep
PIA elves you a Nit.

Reserve your spot now!

STUDENT UNION GAMES AREA

277-3226.

SUN’NSOIL
NATURAL
PCDDS

SAN JOSE
245 E. Santa Clots
CUPERTINO

Si. near 6th. 287-8887

20700 Stevens Creek Blvd. 257-8887

MOUNTAIN VIEW
881 E El Carnono Real
Ilntrde European Health Spa) 961-4465

HOME OF THE FAMOUS NATURE BURGER.
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Bunny tale scores hit
By Gay Gusset.
Fourteen days after it was
published, it shot to No. 1 on
the New York Times Bestseller List, and nearly a year
later it was still there.
It was almost too much
like a fairy tale.
The book was a novelist’s
first effort, and he himself
admitted that it had begun as
simply a "children’s story"
for his little girls.
You couldn’t rightfully
say it is a great novel. It
won’t change the world or
even change your life, but
"Watership Down" will
entertain and surprise you.
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SEED RITUALSowing and reaping interpreted in "Planting," part of the Spring concert.

’A little of everything’

Spring dances in
By Gay Gasser
"Did You See What I Just
Did?" is the curious title of
SJSU’s Dance Department’s
Spring Concert, which
combines the dancing,
choreographing,
and
producing talents of many
students.
The show is as much fun
for the audience as it obviously is for the performers.
Fourteen numbers involving numerous dance
techniques make up the
program, which runs about
two hours.
There is a little of
everything, from glassy eyed ballet to smirking jazz
dancing to interpretive
drama.
Fanciful pieces
The show’s highlights are
its fanciful pieces, of which
there are unfortunately too
few.
"Barreling" is a crazy and
delightful romp involving
five girls, five little barrels.
and one mischeivous male

dancer.
The various tricks the
dancers perform with the
barrels are charming and
funny, and Denice Kumagai
is a delight when she coils
her entire tiny self inside one
of the giant "Accent" cans.
"Escapades" is another
high point, a slapstick extravaganza involving people
bumping into one another,
falling over one another, and
teasing one another.
Serious numbers
Other numbers to watch
for, in a more serious vein,
are Steve Eckert’s controlled "Fragments," the
jazzy "Auartet in Beledi."
the erotic "Two," and "Yin Yang," which is performed
without music.
The music is splendid
throughout
the
show,
representing composers
from Chopin to Urabamba to
Herbie Mann to LennonMcCartney.
Sadly, the program is
arranged so that the concert

Kaucher oral finals
to be held tomorrow
Finals for the Dr. Dorothy
Kaucher
Contest
for
Excellence in Oral Interpretation will be held at 3:30
p.m. Thursday in the
University Theatre.
The five finalists competing for the $50 award are
Samuelle Eskind, Alice
Fontenot Jacobs, Charles
Owens, Perry Sites and Joy
Stinson.
All of the finalists will
perform a seven minute
reading which includes the
three minute piece performed for the preliminary
competition.
Now in its 27th year, the
Kaucher contest is held each
semester to honor Dr.
Kaucher, who was a SJSU
professor of oral interpretation, storytelling
and drama from 1930 to 1957
and a professor emeritus
from 1967 until her death two
years ago.
A poetry reading of
William Barber’s "Poems of
the Zodiac" will be performed during the intermission while the judges
are deciding the winner of
the contest.
Choreography and visual
displays of the zodiac signs
will be included in the perSalvatore
formance.
Accardi, Theater Arts
major, directed and adapted
the presentation and Joanne

Clark
directed
choreography.

the

Readers for the presentation are John Erlendson,
Pat Taylor and Janice
Garcia, all Theater Arts
majors. The dancers are Joe
Conti, Jessie Scott, Steve
Johnson and Sammi Gavich.
The judges for the contest
are Dr. Grant McKernie,
assistant
professor
of
Theater Arts in dramatic
literature; Donamarie
Reeds, assistant professor of
Theater Arts in stage
design; and Richard Parks,
assistant
professor
of
Theater Arts in acting, voice
and diction.

gets off to a very sloe start.
Too many of the numbers
are far too long and one of
them, "Dead Bugs," is utterly ridiculous because it
involves literally no dancing
and it appears to have no
point whatsoever.
Another number, "And
Again," is simply a repeated
portion of an earlier dance.
The dancers are wonderful
to watch, though, and their
talents are manifold.
Efficient performance
The
behind -the -scenes
work, done primarily by the
students themselves,
deserves much credit for the
efficiency of the performances.
The opening -night
audience last Thursday
numbered only about 40, but
the show runs again this
weekend on Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday nights.
Tickets are $2 and are
available in the A.S.
Business Office or at the
door of PER 262.
Despite its occasional
frustrating flaws, it is a
program worth seeing,
especially since it represents
a group of students working
together to produce a symbol
of their art.
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Exodus chronicled
The story revolves around
a group of rabbits, just
regular rabbits, who find it
necessary to flee the
meadow that is their home
are
humans
because
threatening their lives.
The book chronicles the
journey of the rabbits, all of
whom have names and
through
personalities,
and
hazards
various
traumas to a new home.
anthropomorphism
If
scares you, don’t worry.
Adams somehow manages to
avoid the issue entirely by
writing about the rabbits just
as if they were rabbits.
He doesn’t give them

’Baby has
extra show
tonight
An additional performance
of Richard Herlan’s "And
Baby Makes Three" will be
presented at 7:30 tonight in
the Studio Theater.
Originally scheduled for
high school audiences, the
performance is now open to
the general public.

inside the

Park Hester Market
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AUTHOR FATHERBritain’s Richard Adams wrote his best-selling first novel "Water human values or human
frailties; they possess only
the perceptivity of your
average rabbits and they are
no less courageous than their
real-life counterparts.
They do talk, of course, but
no more than you would
expect rabbits to talk.
Believable society
Description doesn’t do this
book justice, because it is so
extraordinary that it has to
be read to be understood.
Adams has skillfully
avoided all the pitfalls
normally accompanying the
writing of an animal story.
With seemingly little effort, he creates an entirely
believable society, government, and civilization,
complete with its own
mythology and language.
The book never challenges
the reader’s sense of reality
because it’s all so subtle that
you are drawn into the story
your
against
literally
rational will.
Just plain folks
Without asking us to see
the rabbits as people, Adams
presents them as any group
of individuals oppressed by a
greater force and seeking a
better life.
A reader who wants to find
lessons or morals in the story
may do so.
A reader who simply
enjoys an intriguing plot,
appealing characters, and a
direct smooth writing style
will
find
"Watership"

t

ship Down" from stories created for his
daughters Juliet and Rosamond.

superior.
Many authros have tried to
recapture that elusive honest
quality that made Tolkein’s
"The Hobbit" and Carroll’s
"Alice in Wonderland" such
successes.
Adams has, without trying
at all, come up with his own
version of reader escapism
and fancy.
Bunny life absorbing
Once in a while the reader
feels as if he is being treated
like a 12 year-old, but one
can overlook the occasional
juvenile touches because one
gets so preoccupied with the
lives of Fiver, Hazel,
Strawberry, and Bigwig.

Newsweek’s
Peter
Prescott wrote "I cannot
imagine that any sensible
reader could come away
from this novel unaffected
and unchanged."
I wouldn’t go quite that far
in praising the book’s
curious appeal, but I will
guarantee you’ll never look
at a rabbit in the same way
again.

Rabbits can only count up
to four, rabbits fear Frith,
the sun god, the rabbit rulers
are called Owsla, and some
rabbits even have ESP.
*
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Student -Faculty Special

3 cents
’Reg. 4 cents,
Offer good ’tit June 20

for your
Student I.D Card
and enjoy
I special rates at
hiilton Hotels
.ind Inns coast
:0 coast (Grad students
.ind faculty. too ) Just mail this coupon
to Hilton Hotels Fulfillment Dept . Suite 200.
205 So. Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills. CA 90212.
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Today’s economic conditions project a decreasing civilian job market
in most technical and professional fields.
We have opportunities for junior officers in the following specialties
that are forecast for several years:
* Sir Defense Arillier,

*Fund Mgt

* 5,mo,

*1,c...rod Inrop ,upport Matrriel Mgt

*Field Artiller,
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Operglion

Annual salaries begin at $10,000 plus benefits.
If you qualify, we’ll pay you $100 a month for the next two years
of school to continue your education, while earning a baccalaureate
degree of your choice and an officer’s commission through the
Army ROTC Program. Veteran benefits are in addition to the $100
allowance and you may also compete for a full scholarship.
Take a look at your future and compare it with Army ROTC.

For more
information
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Works by Torroba, Bach,
Dowland,
Milano,
da
Rodrigo, Lauro, Llobat and
de Falla will be featured.
Thrane will also perform a
new piece by Frederic Hand
titled "Elegy for Martin
Luther King."

AWLITEEMMO
Bowl in the darkwin free games
Saturday, April 19
two squads-8:00 pm & 10:30 pm
sign up in advance for squad time
4 gameseery 12.50
sign up now to reserve your spot

Frederick Tirane, SJSU
guitar instructor, will perform a free concert of
classical guitar music
Thursday at 8:15 p.m. in the
Music Building Concert Hall.
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Tickets are available at
the University Theatre box
office noon to 4 p.m.

1451 Perk Ave.
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This isn’t a "Bambi" or a
Livingston
Jonathan
Seagull," however.
In fact, it can’t really be
categorized as any sort of
novel that came before
because it is a new sort of
experience.

concert set

411.12

Rabbit tale
Just released in paperback, Richard Adams’ innovative book is about
rabbits.
Yes, I said "rabbits," and
there are no humans of any
consequence in the entire
book.

Solo guitar

Professor of Military Science
San Jose State University
Room 308, Mac Ouarrie Hall
Telephone (408) 277-2985
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Winterland digs AWB

’Pistol’ band returns to campus
In a return engagement, Crystal Pistol
will perform Thursday night at the Joint
Effort Coffee House.
The band, with its nucleus of three
women, is known for intricate vocal
harmonies and the diversity of musical

styles in its repertoire
A magic show-comedy act called Dr. H.
P. Lovecraft’s Magical Medicine Show will
open the evening’s entertainment at 8 p.m.
Admission is $1.25 for students and $1.75
general.

By Cheryl Downey
Pleasing with songs from
its current hit album and
tempting with songs from an
album in the works, the
Average White Band wowed
the capacity crowd at
Winterland Saturday night.
Dancers competed with
listeners for space on the
packed dance floor in order
to fully enjoy the boogie beat
of AWB, the soul band from
Scotland.
The band started off hot
with "Work To Do" from its
"AWB" album and a
saxophone solo by Roger
Ball on "Person to Person."
Pieces’ extended
"Pick Up the Pieces,"
their current hit single,
came later in the show but
was well worth waiting for.
It was extended beyond the
usual four minutes by exciting solos, which just
proved why AWB is so
good-it’s based on solid
individual talent.
Speaking of individual
talent, black drummer Steve
Ferrone is an exception to
the whiteness and Scottishness of the band, but he is

Pianist gives
tonight

Mystery movie ’fun’
By Mary Edwards
Those
who
expect
"Murder on the Orient
Express" to be a serious
mystery -thriller will be
disappointed.

past) is murdered-drugged
and stabbed-in the dead of
night.

But taken as nothing more
than star-studded, dressedup entertainment, it’s great
fun.

Clues numerous
The next morning the
passengers wake to find the
train snowbound, and Poirot
has until the tracks are
cleared to sort out a plethora
of planted clues.

The film is an adaptation
of an Agatha Christie
bestseller, and many critics
are saying that it’s a
monumental waste of time.

One by one, the passengers
out
for
are
trotted
questioning, treating us to
scene after glittering scene
of acting gems.

But Agatha Christie at her
best is nothing more than
pleasantly intricate escapist
fare,
so
it’s
hardly
reasonable to expect more
from a Christie-inspired
movie.

Bit parts unfulfilling
And all that glitter is
delightful, if something of a
tease.

Finney disguised
Albert Finney plays the
inimitable Hercule Poirot,
the fastidious, eccentric
detective who sleuths his
way through so many
Christie mysteries.
And half the fun of
"Murder on the Orient
Express" is trying to
recognize Finney in his
delightfully outlandish
Poirot get-up.
The other half is being
dazzled by the most impressive parade of murder
suspects ever gathered in
one film.
They are in alphabetical
order: I.auren Bacall,
Martin Balsam, Ingrid
Bergman, Jacqueline Bisset,
Jean Pierre Cassel, Sean
Connery, John Gielgud,
Wendy Hiller, Anthony
Perkins, Vanessa Redgrave,
Rachel Roberts, Richard
Widmark and Michael York.
Set in 1935
The setting has all the
elegant trappings of a good
Christie
yarn -two
December days in 1935
aboard the fashionably
luxurious Orient Express,
travelling from Istanbul to
London.
The plot is properly intricate and eminently unbelievable -no one but
Hercule Poirot could ever
have figured it out.
An American businessman
( with the usual mysterious

It’s awfully frustrating
seeing all those acting
luminaries
with
what
amounts to just one good
scene each.
There’s a powerful yen to
see just one or two of them
cut loose and really put some
meat on their characters’
bones, but they do their bits
and fade smoothly into the
posh background.
Finnew’s characterization
of Poirot netted him an
Oscar nomination for best
actor, and though it’s
questionable that his acting

is the year’s best, it’s certainly right up there.
Oscar winner
As for the rest of the castit’s difficult to pick favorites,
but Connery, Redgrave,
Bacall and Bergman ( who
won the Oscar for best
supporting actress) shine the
brightest.
Whether Director Sidney
I.umet could have pulled it
off without Finney and
friends is open to debate. But
together they did pull it off.
Rich but never heavy,
"Murder on the Orient
Express" is that great
Hollywood delicacy: a big,
beautiful cream puff.

Nineteen-year-old
graduate piano student, Donna
Stoering, will perform in a
free recital tonight at 8:15
p.m. in the Music Building
Concert Hall.
The performance will be
her Master’s Recital.
While a student at SJSU,
Stoering has won one
worldwide
and
three
national piano competitions.
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Instant credit
1141 S. 1st. S.J
275-0260 275-0261

New State Law Requires
All California
Drivers to be Insured
Effective January 1, 1975, the State Law makes
compulsory to have automobile insurance. Any
person not so insured is subject to a stiff fine and
loss of his driver’s license

FOR SEVEN YEARS WE
HAVE BEEN INSURING
COLLEGE STUDENTS AT
SPECIAL LOWER RATES
For more information or a no -hassle quote
call or come by...

CAMPUS INSURANCE
404 So. Third
289-8681
(Upstairs at corner of 3rd and San Salvador)

THE "NO-TAP QUICKIE"

a nnounc em en ts
Help
LEARN SELFHYPNOSIS.
yourself to improved grades, im
improved
proved perception,
memory, improved concentratiOn.
improved creativity. Licensed
Practitioner. 371.2992.

Two persons per team
handicap -100% of 200

Entry fee -14.00 per team; signups at the desk

STUDENT UNION GAMES AREA

277-3226

FOREIGN AND

Nights,
10:30 12:30

eastndge
ICE ARENA

EASTRIOOE MALI
SAN JOSE

238-0440

I don’t know you. . .
I do know Ihis:
If you wear one
of my rings
while you’re here
you’ll keep it!
Or I’ll buy it hack!
lohn I. Waugh

8.1N
’,In; II 1lAt
your Rant 16,11411, 4 ;Alp. Ring, We hereby
liner fcc buy 1 hat k d wry tie iffl want
Po keep il age, ’amicablyn
imm
ring, "it ilipla5 rum.

PEUGEOT DIESEL SEDAN

DOMESTIC MODELS

& WAGON WITH 35 MPG

65.00 OFF on All Purchases

Don’t forget

375 SO. MARKET ST. 286-6500

Your Routiwientativiii will ba here
Wed Thur
APRIL 16, 17, 18
Ingrain 300(1i0lE

PRESENT STUDENT BODY CARD FOR DISCOUNT

"Turquoise Rugs ’n Leather." Tyirdve
’n India BedaPreads SS+. Bracelets,
rings. chokers 57.50+. Purses &
rugs. 4011 E. Williams St.

help wanted

The Christian Science Organisation
would like to invite everyone to its
Thursday evening meetings at 7:30
pm in the Student Chapel (located
between, the mess and wornens
gym).
CIIIIICHEESE
WhIsi Cheese & deli meats off 20 30
per cent -no order too small 247
7954.
IN.
ISERTY, starring
James Caen, Marsha Mason. Eli
Wallach. The poignant story of a
sailor, a prostitute, love, and the
welfare office. Friday. April to, 7 8.
ICI p.m. Morris Dailey Auditorium
By Alpha Phi Omega

Mother Olson’s-10 locations-19.M &
20.10 wk. share, 27.50 & 24.50 wk
single-discount or monthly rates.
122 N Ith St. Pho. 293.7374.
- - FREE ROOM AND BOARD for un
derstanding female to share with
man Voice defect Call 298 23011
after 5:00 Pm

Oirf’s S spd Schwinn hike 555, 2.way
elec. camp. refrigerator 575, 16 ft
f’glass canoe. motor 5350. 257.3671

kinds.
Sandwiches-all
Sprout
HERO’s. We accept Food Stamps.
126E. San Salvador Dhoti 3rd and 4th
Sta.
Ws& Ws CLOTHES
Antiques, nostalgia, rustics, etc. The
Paradise Shop 3210 5. Bascom.

San Jose Residence Club Co-ed
Beautiful building, great location.
private parking, linen & maid
service. color T.V Ping pang, kit
chen facilities, inside courtyard,
grand piano, free coffee. 21.50 week
share; 1910-04.50 MO. share.
109.50-up Single. 202 So. 11M St
Pho 293 7374.

Calculatorliasic ANN!. functions plus
(M), (sq rt.). Ix 50 ), lone over 01
floating and fixeel decimal nicad
batteries. adapter & case 150 Call
968 3375

lied. Ex
’63 Chevy Pickup with
cellent condition, new brakes and
clutch 5795 or BEST OFFER 277
0770

SALES 8. MARKETING I wish to set
up married couples or individuals in
their own business Good Campus
potential
No investment, no
obligation. Just listen. Call 287 5340
or appointment Mr. Daniel
SUNL1FE ASSURANCE OF CANA.
DA, an international financial corp.
is looking for individuals interested
for Our
in life time
management
development
program. We’ll be Interviewing on
campus on April 22-sign up at your
placement office or call 14151 329
4151.
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1 111/RM - IDEAL
FOR I OR 3 FURNISHED, CAR
PETS 1 1-3 BATH4160 439 S. 4th
CALL 991-1619

APT FOR RENT ibdrm.furn.StSO
per rim., 5100 cleaning dep., See
Manager -611 S 11th St No I, 298
0102.
Girl, Wan, quiet, Porn. prin. rm. (it.
privl $10 -month +dep. All util pd.
Hr. SJSU. Call 208.11356 (eve)
Furs. 1 Berm. Apt., .2 Ilk. I. SJSU,
$125 -month. Call 297 MO or contact
mgr., 4$ S. 6th St. Apt. O.
FOR RENT-1,2,3 bdrm turn. apts. IT
blk. from campus NI unit complex).
Summer 535 544555 per week. Fall Sp s16042204320. per mo. 417 So. 6M.
F’n 799 911113 or 259 1939.
--- 635 S. 11th St. S.J.
SUMMER
$120 $140 mo. for 1 bdrm, small 2
bdrm., or Irge. 2 bdrm. apts. See
mgr. apt. No. 1 or call 791-0102.
FURNISHED 1 SCIRM APT Clean &
Ogiet Water & Garbage Pd Tenant
park Near SJSU SOS mo Summer
rates available 291 7332 or 292.40S9

FRIDAY FLO

lost and found

IME JOSS
Work the Best After School Hours
Outdoors! 34 Easy Hours Per Day
can earn you to $20 and Morel Call
998 3208 Btwn 1 3PM

020 REWARD FOR RETURN OF
CHURCH MUSIC TAKEN FROM
CAR FEB. 4 KEEP CASE, MUSIC
NEEDED, NO QUESTIONS CALL
948.7690.

IMPORTANT!!! Father owls help
for 2 children at horn.. Live inPrepare evening meal-Free Rent.
Call Billy 5-5 267.1040-Other times
267.2462.

automotive
Journeyman Mechanic will save you $
on auto repairs. Maior repairs on
Foreign cars Minor only on
American cars Ex. VW tune-up 525
total, all work guaranteed STEVE
GEDDES 247 3864

Bart nnnnnn Manner, and part time
help for new Teriyaki Restaurant in
Saratoga Experienced Call 374 $613
(after 6 p yr

Ono
day

$1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

Three Four
days days

Five
days

Each
add,
tional
day

2.00 2.25 2.40
2.50 2.75 2.90
3.00 3.25 3.40

2.50
3.00
3.50

.35
.35
.35

3.50

.35

Two
days

3.75

3.90

4.00

Each additional lino add:
.50
.50
.50

.50

.50

Minimum Throe Linos One Day

Check a Classification
Help
Automotive

.1 Entertainment
tni For Sale

Wanted

Li Services
Transpot tat nu ,

Housing
it Lost and found

ii Personals

.

Travel

Fri

Nail’s Ark Pre.Scheel 730 So. SecOnd
St., San Jose, phone 275.0461. Rates
Full time-190 per month: Par
time-50 W ’2 day Or SS per full
day Qualified staff. Friendly at.
rnosphere
Experienced Thesis Typist-Master’s
etworts-oissartations. Marianne
Escobar
Ave.
Tamberg -137
Telephone 356.424$, Los Gatos.
EXPERIENCED TYPING-Electric
Term Papers, Reports, Thesis, MC.
Dependable. Mrs. Allen 294.1313,
Prof. Typing-fast, accurate.
Can edit theSeS, reports. etc.
Dependable-Mrs. Aslanian 296.4104.

services
BRIDAL FAIRE PHOTOGRAPHY
High quality Wedding Photography
anywhere in the San Francisco Bay
Area. One low price of 1811 includes
the full service of a PROFESSION.
AL PHOTOGRAPHER. ...ty color
prints of your choice. a gold and
white "Our Wedding" album, a
complete set of color slides. and
B RIDE KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES.
There is no extra charge tor
photography anywhere in Northern
California, and no time limits
Additional retouched textured color
prints may be purchased at any
time, with 507’s at 11 00 each. and 8
x 10’s at $2.00 each All work is
guaranteed to yOur satisfaction
Make an appointment to see our
samples -then decide Open every
evening until 10 p.m For FREE
B RIDAL PACKET call 257 3161.

Student Typing SO cents per pg. +
paw steno services extra. 306 S.
11th St. Call Tarnina 998.0352.
VW Parts& Repair. Call Gertie’s
6664. 9:30-7:00.
Your paper read, edited ter a modest
I... Experienced and thorough
Tutorial approach. Exwt typing.
Short notice Joe 371.4497.
Typing 50 cents per Ma Call Peggy
after 6pm 2940975
TYPING-TERM
, THESES,
’SNOW AND FAST.
ETC.
2694674.
Una,
Him’
removed
by
Registered Nurse Electrologist ph
265 1410 1 9 PM 2186 Lincoln Ave

Professional Typist, fast, accurate,
dependable. Mrs. Alice Emmerich
249 2164.

Lower Division maw and Physics
made easy. Will Tutor at reasonable
rates. Call Don 190-1273.

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY. Gentle
All Natural C010r, photography for
your wedding You keep all photos
taken plus the original negatives and
a free white embossed album
Budget priced for highest quality
work Please call for details
Photography by Dale Maggio 292
2601 Evenings

lanai typing-dictation,
technical, figures, or straight COPY
as serciie. 374.6740.

Getting Married? Discount Flowers
den everything a florist dem at
the price with twice the quality
WHY PAY MORE? 12 years of
satisfied customers. Phone 996 1252
tor free estimate.

travel
EUROPE ISRAEL AFRICA ORIENT Student flights year round
Contact 15CA 11617 San Vincente
Blvd. number a L S Calif 90049
TEL’ 12121 826 5669 826 0955.
LOW COST TRAVEL
Europe, Orient &South America
LLLLLL CENTER
2415 Durant Avenue
Berkeley, Ca. 94704
(41S) 5107009

NOTICE
SNORT
TYPING
REASONABLE My home-267-3119.
NORTH VALLEY SECRETARIAL
Term
PapersSERVICE
manuscripts-letters. 75 cents a
page Kitty Carter 262.1923.
PARIS...AM
MADRID LONDON
STUDENT ID CARDS
SHIPS RAIL PASSES LOW
COST TRANS ATLANTIC
FLIGHTS YOUTH HOSTEL
CARDS FREE TRAVEL iN
FOR iNTER EUROPEAN FLIGHT
BOOKINGS WORK
MICHAEL
ABROAD CONTACT
OR ROI AT STUDENT SERVICE
WEST, 215 E Santa Clara. No 710,
SAN JOSE CA 9S113 (401) 7117 0101,
TUESDAY. WEDNESDAY OR
THURSDAY BETWEEN tam - i7
SAYE THIS MN
Before you purchase any Hi-fi stereo
equipment, color TV’s, tape, car
stereo, and accesSories. Check with
us for discount pricing to SJSU
students and faculty for most rnalor
brands. Distributor prices on tape
and speakers. 9/11.2693

LOWEST COST POSSIBLE Air Fares
to Europe from 5400 round trip
(London/ Low cost nights from
London to East and West Africa and
Tel Aviv All Main European Cities
BRITISH EUROPEAN TRAVEL 937
Saratoga Ave San Jose, Ca 446
5257
CHARTER FLIGHTS
London, Amsterdam, Zurich. Frank
furl & New York LOWEST AIR
FARES TO EUROPE
377 3460
BEEHIVE
3607 Bercaw Lane. San Jose
1 wok Camping trip by
British Expedition LandRover
June 22 5.495 inclusive Phan* Mike
11151 939 0984
Charter Flights Hong Kong-TokyoTaipei- Bangkok, Asian Pacific
404.294 0903 (after Ipm

Print Your Ad Hera:
and spaces

(Count approx. 37 letters

Print name

Sammiee rate lalt :tsuits) $25.00

Li

Call

Single Adults, Enrich your life by
attending coffee, fellowship A MOH
study, 8 45 10 15 am, Sundays, Bit
0 Sweden Restaurant (behind Sears.
San Carlos 8. Meridian) Provision
for children
Do you really care about Handicapped
People? Would YOU like to share a
nice apartment with hint? If you
would, please ran Brian Hall 2902300,

(Classified Rates

3 linos
4 linos
5 lines
6 linos

Flocked Velvet Poste, large variety
5100 each Few summer king site
Indian bedspreads IS 10 Incense
pack of 25 for SO cents Large yal.ery
of patches iron transfers Imported
walking canes from India Pipes and
praphanalts Strobe lights Large
variety of OW, lights one block
nom the college 110 E. San Fernando

Feumti Woman’s wristwatch.54 3 75
Call 379 0709

personals
from June
HOUSE SITTER
27th July 20th Fiffen minutes from
San Jose State off 7110.--For more
information call 923 8935 after 5 Om
or 329 3107 days -Sue

3

Wale up with samisens di
morning Listen to (SJS 1901 FM)
weekdays. 6 30 AM to 9 00 AM

housing

FIBERGLASS KAYAK (2 place). IS ft
with Sail Rudder US. Must se11-296
6325. SPM.

FINISHED W
SM cow
Were Chemelex 33B heater and
thermostat. A Model mattress and
liner and featuring a SHEER COMFORT frame and pedestal with a
hand -rubbed Danish Oil finish 10
year guarantee.
SHEER COMFORT WATERBEDS.
Inc.
2265 Slovens Crk. Blvd I West of
Bascom) 991.33211

Bundy COMMA CHM C0040.
Janet at 217-1,91.

Join the Fun
Fri & Sat

gut

ON ALL NEW FIATS
AND NEW PEUGEOTS
SEE THE ALL NEW

REPAIRS ON ALL

for sale

Prizes include 6 tickets to the
As vs Twins double header
(Sunday at the Coliseum)

Stuart and Alan Gorrie
provided the fine vocals
evident on the "AWB"
album, but didn’t mind some
hlep from the audience on
their encore.
Dancing too
They did a fine version of
"I Heard It Through The
Grapevine," then left their
instruments and urged the
audience to join in the chorus
to the music of hand clapping, which the crowd
did gladly.
There was a great deal of
clapping, as well as dancing,
throughout the entire show
which started at 8 p.m. with
the Chambers Brothers.
Brothers George, Willie,
Lester and Joe started off a
little slow, but found more
success with their older hits,

Ice
Skating
OWL
SESSION

10% DISCOUNT SPECIAL STUDENT
BODY DISCOUNT
ON SERVICES AND

NATURE DESIGNS FOR US
wedding invitations and accessories
with a creative new look are
available in hundreds of sizes, styles
and colors. Traditional creamy
white, flowery pastels, bordered or
plain. Town and County Duplicating
carries a wide selection of quality
wedding invitations. Deal direct for
decided savings! Spacial offer for
SJSU students-- Present this ad and
receive a special discount On any
order
Town and County Duplicating
leSarato0a Rd.
10321 5.5
CuperM5ACA.2534131.

FRIDAY FLICKS PRESENTS CM
D EEEEE A LIBERTY. starring
James Caen, Marsha Mason. Eli
Wallach. The pOignant story of a
prostitute, love and the
sailor.
welfare office. Friday. April 18, 7
10 pm Morris Dailey Auditorium
By Alpfia Phi Omega

Friday, April 18, 2:30 pm

definitely a talented addition
to the above-average sound
of AWB.
Sure hit
The group also did
mellower numbers like
"Just Wanna Love You
Tonight" from its current
album and what’s bound to
be a smash on its next
ablum-"If I Ever Lose This
Heaven," written by Quincy
Jones.
AWB also performed
another song in the boogie
tradition of "Pick Up the
Pieces" called "Cut the
Cake," a cut which is
already being played on soul
radio stations in the Bay
Area and which will be on the
album planned for release in
a few months.
lead singer, Harnish

classified

College age classes at
Eufracia School of Ballet. Essential
.’technique for beginning and intermediate students. Small claws,
ly
individual attention.
Eufrazia Grant, Director 241.1300.

WILEY MOTORS
Cars from
$199 to $1299

arts

than with current songs from
their new album "Unbonded."
Two encores
The audience was theirs by
the time they did their first
encore-"Love, Peace and
Happiness" -and their
second-"Time Has Come
Today."
Power is the main attribute of the voice of soul
singer Etta James, who
followed the Chambers
Brothers.
She demonstrated that
quality as she fluctuated
from blues like "I Think I’m
Going To Drown In My Own
Tears" to boogie like "Shake
Your Body."

IalU,rave

* STAR MOTOR Arpl
IMPORTS

free recital
Stars ride ’Express’

Spartan

10,

for each line)

Phone

Address
Crty

Enclosed

rs $

For

Days

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:

’Deadline, two days prior to pub
lical ion

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
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SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95114
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Unequal funding cited
between UC, CSUC

SRO audience
hears Ellsberg
on U.S. politics
Continued from page one
Vietnam started in ’45 when the
United States chose to support the
French," said Ellsberg, a tall, intense
man.
"Our policy was to support France’s
return to soverignty over their former
colony," he said.
The continuation of the war during
the past decade was the direct intention
of Presidents Johnson and Nixon,
Ellsberg charged.
He said President Johnson had to "lie
and conceal the nature of the U.S.
motives in Vietnam" in order to continue the war.
"Johnson, in the course of escalating
the imperialist war, perceived he could
not get support of the American people
if they had to sacrifice," Ellsberg said.
"To keep Americans from guessing
where the war was going," he continued, "it had to be suggested in other
terms.
"Johnson lied to his closest economic
advisors over what the costs of the war
would be," he charged.
As for Nixon, "He still would be
president if he had burned the tapes,"
he said.
Ellsberg said the "American people
are no longer indifferent to the way
Congress spends money for war."
If people were indifferent, he said,
"we would be bombing Cambodia and
Vietnam, both North and South, today."
The Americen public is telling
Congress we have better things to do
with our money than bombing and
killing people, he added.
Ellsberg said "Large-scale violence
was bound to occur in Vietnam, but the
big question was what would the United
States do about it.
"We chose Thieu for this purpose,"
he said, "and he wouldn’t be there if he
weren’t following United States
policy."
He said, "The huge movements of
refugees in Vietnam reflects events in
that country of the past 10 years.
"In ’65, ’68 and ’72 there were also
movements like those of the present,
but they were halted by intensive U.S.

Don A. Sparks

DANIEL ELLSBERGHe spoke yesterday on the economy and Vietnam.
bombing," Ellsberg said.
"This time, I don’t think the Vietnamese people wanted to bet their lives
that President Ford would go against
Congressional restraints to resume the

bombing," he said.
He said, "With all the death and
chaos we’ve witnessed in Vietnam, it
makes it ludicrous we’ve never known
of orphans and refugees."

Continued from page one
However, Elliot said, Kapiloff has
overlooked the possibility that his bill
could result in having the quality of the
CSUC"s undergriaduate sections
lowered to that of the University’s.
"We might do better in graduate
courses," Elliot said, "But we could
end up running massive undergraduate
sections."
Dr. Bud Hutchinson, executive
director of the United Professors of
California, echoed Elliot’s fears that
Kapiloff’s bill could do more harm than
good.
Hutchinson said the UPC maintain
that students at state colleges and
universities should receive funding
equal to that given UC students.
But, said Hutchinson, "I’m fearful
that any effort to equalize the two
systems may take the form of drggging
the UC system down to the level of the
CSUC system" rather than boosting the
CSUC’s funding up to the UC’s level.
And given the "obvious reluctance of
Gov. Brown to put more money into
education," Hutchinson said, such an
action would seem to be the logical
consequence of Kapiloff’s bill.
Hutchinson noted that since the
Committee for Equal Treatment has
retained Los Angeles attorney John
McDermott, the committee and
Kapiloff are evidently trying to stretch
the Serrano Priest decision to cover
public colleges and universities.
Equal funding
McDermott was the lawyer that won
that case. It resulted in a California
State Supreme Court order that the
state find a way to equally fund
elementary and secondard education.
The state’s dependence upon
property taxes for school financing
creates many very wealthy and many
very poor school districts, the court
said, violating the 14th amendment
rights equal protection of the children
in the poorer schools.
The goal is admirable, Hutchinson
said, "But we’re not sure that the
proposed cure will do the job."
Both Elliot and Hutchinson look to
collective bargaining as the answer to
the state colleges and universities’
financial problems.
"Power potential"
Collective bargaining rights, Elliot
said, would give educators the "power

potential" that would "enable this
system to get a more fair share of the
state’s resources."
Hutchinson added that the government cannot be counted on to remedy
the system’s financial ills because a tax
increase may be necessary, and raising
taxes is an unpopular thing to do.
Jay Michael, the University of
California’s Vice president of governmental relations, called the funding
flap, a "very deceptive issue."
The claims of Kapiloff and the
Committee for Equal Treatment in
Higher Education, Michael said, are
"based on assumptions which not only
have not been verified, but which are
not verifiable."
He said the university has taken no
formal position on the bill, and said ’his

[campus)
briefs
James O’Connor, associate professor
of economics, will speak on "Education
under Capitalist Control" at 12:30 today
in the A.S. Council chambers.
The speech, is sponsored by the A.S.
Experimental College as part of its
"Radical Political Economy."
An evening of singing will be held
tonight entitled "One in the Spirit." The
event, to be held at 7 p.m. in the S.U.
Ballroom, will feature representatives
from various ethnic groups. Admission
is free.
fro
KSJS is accepting applications for all
positions for the fall semester. One does
not have to be a member of the RadioTV staff or have any experience.
Applications must be picked up in the
KSJS offices, SD 134, and returned no
later than Friday.
S..
Today is the deadline for ethnic
cultural groups wishing to particiapte
in the May 2 food bazaar sponsored by
the A.S. Intercultural Steering Committee. Applications should be turned in
to the Intercultural Center on 10th
Street.

own opinion was that the California
Postsecondary Commission should take
a look at the alleged funding
disparities.
Funding advantage
Concerning Kapiloff’s charge that UC
students enjoy a 38 per cent funding
advantage over CSUC students,
Michael said, "I don’t agree, and I don’t
disagree."
He said because the accounting
systems used are so radically different,
he didn’t know if that discrepancy
exists and and added, "I don’t think
anybody else knows."
"When people come down the pike
and say they’ve got the answer" for
equalizing funding, Michael said, "I’m
skeptical."
In his newsletter, Kapiloff told CSUC
students his bill would "help to end the
discrimination that now exists in
California public higher education."

Sasseen
returns
to work
Dr. Robert Sasseen, dean of the
faculty, returned to work yesterday
morning after being hospitalized for
more than two weeks following a back
injury, compounded by blood clots.
"He plans on working half-days until
he gets his strength back," Allison
Schnabel, Sasseen’s secretary, told the
Spartan Daily.
Sasseen was released Monday from
Kaiser Hospital in Santa Clara.
Sasseen was injured in a sledding
accident near Lake Tahoe three weeks
ago. He sustained a fractured compression of the vertebreaa back injury.
However, because he was forced to
lie on his back as treatment for the
injury, blood clotting developed in his
lungs which required hospitalization in
the intensive care unit at Kaiser.
The pulminary embolism developed
because Saseen has a varicose vein
condition.
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